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Abstract
The fact that neutrinos are massive suggests that the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) might be extended in order to include three
gauge-singlet neutrino superfields with Yukawa couplings of the type H2 L ν c .
We propose to use these superfields to solve the µ problem of the MSSM without
having to introduce an extra singlet superfield as in the case of the Next-to-MSSM
(NMSSM). In particular, terms of the type ν c H1 H2 in the superpotential may
carry out this task spontaneously through sneutrino vacuum expectation values.
In addition, terms of the type (ν c )3 avoid the presence of axions and generate
effective Majorana masses for neutrinos at the electroweak scale. On the other
hand, these terms break lepton number and R-parity explicitly implying that
the phenomenology of this New MSSM is very different from the one of the ‘old’
MSSM. For example, the usual neutralinos are now mixed with the neutrinos.
For Dirac masses of the latter of order 10−4 GeV eigenvalues reproducing the
correct scale of neutrino masses are obtained.

PACS: 12.60.Jv, 14.60.St

Neutrino experiments have confirmed during the last years that neutrinos are massive [1]. As a consequence all theoretical models must be modified in order to reproduce
this result. In particular, in the context of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model (MSSM) [2], the ordinary neutrino superfields, ν̂i , contained in the SU(2)L doublet, L̂i , with i = 1, 2, 3, might be supplemented with gauge-singlet neutrino superfields, ν̂ic . Once experiments induce us to introduce these new superfields, and given
the fact that sneutrinos are allowed to get vacuum expectation values (VEVs), we may
wonder why not to use terms of the type ν̂ c Ĥ1 Ĥ2 to produce an effective µ term. This
would allow us to solve the naturalness problem of the MSSM, the so-called µ problem
[3], without having to introduce an extra singlet superfield as in case of the Next-toMinimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (NMSSM) [4]. It is true that in the model
with Bilinear R-parity Violation (BRpV) [5], the bilinear terms Ĥ2 L̂i induce neutrino
masses through the mixing with the neutralinos (actually only one mass at tree level
and the other two at one loop) without using the superfields ν̂ic , however the µ problem
is augmented with the three new bilinear terms.
Thus the aim of this paper is to analyse the New Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model (NewMSSM) arising from this proposal: minimal particle content without µ
problem.
In addition to the MSSM Yukawa couplings for quarks and charged leptons, the
NewMSSM superpotential contains Yukawa couplings for neutrinos, and two additional
type of terms involving the Higgs doublet superfields, Ĥ1 and Ĥ2 , and the three neutrino
superfields, ν̂ic ,
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W = ǫab Yu Ĥ2 Q̂i ûj + Yd Ĥ1 Q̂i dj + Ye Ĥ1 L̂i êj + Yν Ĥ2 L̂i ν̂j
1
− ǫab λi ν̂ic Ĥ1a Ĥ2b + κijk ν̂ic ν̂jc ν̂kc ,
3

(1)

where we take Ĥ1T = (Ĥ10 , Ĥ1− ), Ĥ2T = (Ĥ2+ , Ĥ20 ), L̂Ti = (ν̂i , êi ), a, b are SU(2) indices,
and ǫ12 = 1. In this model, the usual MSSM bilinear µ term is absent from the
superpotential, and only dimensionless trilinear couplings are present in W (as actually
happens for example in the low energy limit of string constructions). However, when
the scalar components of the superfields ν̂ic , denoted by ν̃ic , acquire VEVs of order the
electroweak scale, an effective interaction µĤ1 Ĥ2 is generated through the fifth term
in (1), with µ ≡ λi hν̃ic i. The last type of terms in (1) is allowed by all symmetries, and
avoids the presence of an unacceptable axion associated to a global U(1) symmetry. In
addition, it generates effective Majorana masses for neutrinos at the electroweak scale.
These two type of terms replace the two NMSSM terms Ŝ Ĥ1 Ĥ2 , Ŝ Ŝ Ŝ, with Ŝ an extra
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singlet superfield.
It is worth noticing that these terms break explicitly lepton number, and therefore,
after spontaneous symmetry breaking, a massless Goldstone boson (Majoron) does not
appear. On the other hand, R-parity (+1 for particles and -1 for superpartners) is
also explicitly broken and this means that the phenomenology of the NewMSSM is
going to be very different from the one of the MSSM. Needless to mention, the lightest
R-odd particle is not stable. It is also interesting to realise that the Yukawa couplings
producing Dirac masses for neutrinos, the fourth term in (1), generate through the
VEVs of ν̃ic , three effective bilinear terms Ĥ2 L̂i . As mentioned above these characterize
the BRpV.
In order to discuss in more detail the phenomenology of the NewMSSM let us write
first the soft SUSY-breaking terms appearing in the Lagrangian Lsoft , which in our
conventions is given by
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
−Lsoft = (m2Q̃ )ij Q̃ai Q̃aj + (m2ũc )ij u˜ci ũcj + (m2d˜c )ij d˜ci d˜cj + (m2L̃ )ij L˜ai L˜aj + (mẽ2c )ij e˜ci ẽcj
∗
+ m2H1 H1a ∗ H1a + m2H2 H2a ∗ H2a + (m2ν̃ c )ij ν˜ic ν̃jc
h
+ ǫab (Au Yu )ij H2b Q̃ai ũcj + (Ad Yd )ij H1a Q̃bi d˜cj + (Ae Ye )ij H1a L̃bi ẽcj
i
ij
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+ (Aν Yν ) H2 L̃i ν̃j + H.c.
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+ −ǫab (Aλ λ) ν̃i H1 H2 + (Aκ κ) ν̃i ν̃j ν̃k + H.c.
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1
M3 λ̃3 λ̃3 + M2 λ̃2 λ̃2 + M1 λ̃1 λ̃1 + H.c. .
(2)
−
2

In addition to terms from Lsoft , the tree-level scalar potential receives the usual D and
F term contributions. Once the electroweak symmetry is spontaneously broken, the
neutral scalars develop in general the following VEVs:
hH10i = v1 ,

hH20 i = v2 ,

hν̃i i = νi ,

hν̃ic i = νic .

(3)

In what follows it will be enough for our purposes to neglect mixing between generations
in (1) and (2), and to assume that only one generation of sneutrinos gets VEVs, ν, ν c .
The extension of the analysis to all generations is straightforward, and the conclusions
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are similar. We then obtain for the tree-level neutral scalar potential:
2
g12 + g22
|ν|2 + |v1 |2 − |v2 |2
8

+ |λ|2 |ν c |2 |v1 |2 + |ν c |2 |v2 |2 + |v1 |2 |v2 |2 + |κ|2 |ν c |4

+ |Yν |2 |ν c |2 |v2 |2 + |ν c |2 |ν|2 + |ν|2 |v2 |2

hVneutral i =

+ m2H1 |v1 |2 + m2H2 |v2 |2 + m2ν̃ c |ν c |2 + m2ν̃ |ν|2

−λκ∗ v1 v2 ν c∗2 − λYν∗ |ν c |2 v1 ν ∗ − λYν∗ |v2 |2 v1 ν ∗ + kYν∗ v2∗ ν ∗ ν c2

1
c
c
c3
− λAλ ν v1 v2 + Yν Aν ν νv2 + κAκ ν + H.c. .
3
+

(4)

In the following, we assume for simplicity that all parameters in the potential are real.
One can derive the four minimization conditions with respect to the VEVs v1 , v2 , ν c ,
ν, with the result

1 2
(g1 + g22)(ν 2 + v12 − v22 )v1 + λ2 v1 ν c2 + v22 + m2H1 v1 − λν c v2 (κν c + Aλ )
4

−λYν ν ν c2 + v22 = 0 ,

1
− (g12 + g22)(ν 2 + v12 − v22 )v2 + λ2 v2 ν c2 + v12 + m2H2 v2 − λν c v1 (κν c + Aλ )
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+Yν2 v2 ν c2 + ν 2 + Yν ν −2λv1 v2 + κν c2 + Aν ν c = 0 ,

λ2 v12 + v22 ν c + 2κ2 ν c3 + m2ν̃ c ν c − 2λκv1 v2 ν c − λAλ v1 v2 + κAκ ν c2

+Yν2 ν c v22 + ν 2 + Yν ν (−2λν c v1 + 2κv2 ν c + Aν v2 ) = 0 ,
1 2
(g + g22 )(ν 2 + v12 − v22 )ν + m2ν̃ ν
4 1

+Yν2 ν c2 ν + Yν −λν c2 v1 − λv22 v1 + κv2 ν c2 + Aν ν c v2 = 0 .

(5)

As discussed in the context of R-parity breaking models with extra singlets [6], the
VEV of the left-handed sneutrino, ν, is in general small. Here we can use the same
argument. Notice that in the last equation in (5) ν → 0 as Yν → 0, and since the
coupling Yν determines the Dirac mass for the neutrinos, mD ≡ Yν v2 , ν has to be very
small. Using this rough argument we can also get an estimate of the value, ν <
∼ mD .
This also implies that we can approximate the other three equations as follows:

1 2
MZ cos 2β + λ2 ν c2 + v 2 sin2 β + m2H1 − λν c tan β (κν c + Aλ ) =0 ,
2

1 2
− MZ cos 2β + λ2 ν c2 + v 2 cos2 β + m2H2 − λν c cot β (κν c + Aλ ) =0 ,
2
λAλ v 2
λ2 v 2 + 2κ2 ν c2 + m2ν̃ c − λκv 2 sin 2β −
sin 2β + κAκ ν c =0 ,
2ν c
4

(6)

2
where tan β ≡ v2 /v1 , 2MW
/g22 = v12 + v22 + ν 2 ≈ v12 + v22 ≡ v 2 , and we have neglected
terms proportional to Yν . It is worth noticing that these equations are the same as
the ones defining the minimization conditions for the NMSSM, with the substitution
ν c ↔ s. Thus one can carry out the analysis of the model similarly to the NMSSM
case, where many solutions in the parameter space λ, κ, µ(≡ λs), tan β, Aλ , Aκ , can be
found [7].

Once we know that solutions are available in this model, we have to discuss in
some detail the important issue of mass matrices. Concerning this point, the breaking of R-parity makes the NewMSSM very different from MSSM and NMSSM. In
particular, neutral gauginos and Higgsinos are now mixed with the neutrinos. Not
only the fermionic component of ν̃ c mixes with the neutral Higgsinos (similarly to
the fermionic component of S in the NMSSM), but also the fermionic component
of ν̃ enters in the game, giving rise to a sixth state. Of course, now we have to
be sure that one eigenvalue of this matrix is very small, reproducing the experimen0T
tal
 results about neutrino masses. In the weak interaction basis defined by Ψ ≡
B̃ 0 = −iλ̃′ , W̃30 = −iλ̃3 , H̃10, H̃20 , ν c , ν , the neutral fermion mass terms in the La1
0 T
0
grangian are Lmass
neutral = − 2 (Ψ ) Mn Ψ + H.c., with Mn a 6 × 6 (10 × 10 if we include
all generations of neutrinos) matrix,

M
mT

Mn =

m
0

!

(7)

,

where





M =




M1
0
−MZ sin θW cos β
MZ sin θW sin β
0

0
M2
MZ cos θW cos β
−MZ cos θW sin β
0

−MZ sin θW cos β
MZ cos θW cos β
0
−λν c
−λv2

MZ sin θW sin β
−MZ cos θW sin β
−λν c
0
−λv1 + Yν ν


0


0

,
−λv2


−λv1 + Yν ν 
2κν c
(8)

is very similar to the neutralino mass matrix of the NMSSM (substituting ν c ↔ s and
neglecting the contributions Yν ν), and
mT = (

−g1 ν

0 Yν ν c

g2 ν

Yν v2

) .

(9)

Matrix (7) is a matriz of the see-saw type that will give rise to a very light eigenvalue
if the entries of the matrix M are much larger than the entries of the matrix m. This
is generically the case since the entries of M are of order the electroweak scale, but
for the entries of m, ν is small and Yν v2 is the Dirac mass for the neutrinos mD as
discussed above (Yν ν c has the same order of magnitude of mD ). We have checked
5

numerically that correct neutrino masses can easily be obtained. For example, using
typical electroweak-scale values in (8), and a Dirac mass of order 10−4 GeV in (9),
one obtains that the lightest eigenvalue of (7) is of order 10−2 eV. Including the three
generations in the analysis we can obtain different neutrino mass hierarchies playing
around with the hierarchies in the Dirac masses.
On the other hand, the charginosmix with the charged leptons
 and therefore in
+ +
− −
+T
+
−T
−
a basis where Ψ
≡ −iλ̃ , H̃2 , eR and Ψ
≡ −iλ̃ , H̃1 , eL , one obtains the
matrix


M2

 g2 v1
g2 ν

g2 v2
λν c
−Yν ν c

0

−Ye ν  .
Ye v1

(10)

Here we can distinguish the 2 × 2 submatrix which is is similar to the chargino mass
matrix of the NMSSM (substituting ν c ↔ s). Clearly, given the entries proportional
to ν and Yν , there will always be a light eigenvalue corresponding to the electron mass.
The extension of the analysis to three generations is again straightforward.
Of course, other mass matrices are also modified. This is the case for example of
the Higgs boson mass matrices. The presence of the VEVs ν, ν c , leads to mixing of
the neutral Higgses with the sneutrinos. Likewise the charged Higgses will be mixed
with the charged sleptons. On the other hand, when compared to the MSSM case,
the structure of squark mass terms is essentially unaffected, provided that one uses
µ = λν c , and neglects the contribution of the fourth term in (1).
Obviously, the phenomenology of the NewMSSM is very rich and different from
other models, and therefore many more issues might have been addressed, such as
possible experimental constraints, implications for accelerator physics, analysis of the
(modified) renormalization group equations, study of the neutrino masses in detail,
etc. However, these are beyond the scope of this paper, and we leave this necessary
task for a future work [8]. Our main interest here was to introduce the characteristics
of this new model, and sketch some important points concerning its phenomenology.
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